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share and subscribe to my channel to.Ukraine sends troops to Moldova border amid Russian threats KIEV, March 27. /ITARTASS/. Ukraine has sent two battalions of troops to the border with Moldova in the vicinity of the small town of Zmiiv, the
press service of the Defence Ministry in Kyiv reported on Monday. “The border troops have been sent to the vicinity of the
town of Zmiiv,” the report said. The military action comes in response to “intolerable actions” by the armed detachments of the
Russian Federation in the region of Zmiiv, where an armed group of criminals is operating, “a press service of the Ministry of
Defence reported earlier. The report noted that the actions of the armed force were undertaken “in violation of the Minsk
agreements on Ukraine”. “They also aim to destabilise and put pressure on the Kyiv government,” the press service said.
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko has also made a decision to immediately dispatch a division of the military in the border
regions to thwart further “provocations”, the Defence Ministry said. Poroshenko said in a statement that he had received
information about a new provocation against the Ukrainian Armed Forces in the Transnistria region of the Moldovan Republic,
and instructed the minister of defence to take necessary measures to protect the lives and security of troops and the population
of the eastern regions of Ukraine. The conflict between Ukraine and Russia over Transnistria, a piece of Moldova, began in
1991 after the breakup of the Soviet Union and ended in August 2014, when an agreement was reached to separate the two
countries’ troops. The Russian Federation maintains more than 2,000 troops in the Transnistrian region. of the metal ink is
caused to spread to the side surface of the metal foil, and is adhered onto the opposed face of the metal foil in addition to the
bonding surface. In this way, the ink can be prevented from spreading to the side surface of the metal foil, and no degradation in
the bonding strength of the adhesive sheet can be caused by a rising pressure, thereby enabling the adhesive sheet to be used as
an excellent pressure sensitive adhesive sheet. In addition, it is
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Plot: Back on Earth, the Shadow-X mission failed due to some unknown malfunction, and Agent Miles Bronson was ordered to
surrender. The Shadow-X's self-destruct had been initiated, and time was running out. However, in the course of returning to
Earth, the team encountered a huge solar storm. The massive electromagnetic pulse caused the self-destruct mechanisms to lose
synchronization, allowing the Shadow-X to return to Earth. On Earth, Shadow X leader Jurgen Wagner was the only one who
could stop the Shadow-X by launching his flagship's missiles at the ship. Unfortunately, they were all destroyed by the sentinels'
anti-missile guns, thus preventing them from accomplishing their mission. Wagner, who had chosen to remain on Earth to
establish a new civilization, started to wonder how his team could have been so foolish as to return to Earth in an unstable state.
However, he is interrupted by an incoming transmission from a nearby alien ship. The alien's voice was similar to that of the
Shadow-X. They had survived the electromagnetic pulse and they had found the Shadow-X. Shadow-X leader Wagner sent his
soldiers to capture the ship, but it was destroyed by the anti-missile guns. However, Shadow-X survivors Jurgen Wagner and
Miles Bronson encountered their leader's young son, who had been left in their care by the group's previous leader. Jurgen
wanted to keep him safe, and Miles didn't want to abandon him, but they could not decide who would take him, so they ended
up asking the alien for help. Ohm Shanthi Oshaana: Directed by Jude Anthany Joseph. With Nazriya Nazim, Nivin Pauly,.
Nazriya to debut in Telugu cinema, cast opposite Nani in new film. Malayalam Movies Download, Movies Malayalam,
Malayalam Quotes, Telugu Movies, F Movies,. Nazriya Nazim Photos - Om Shanti Oshana Stills. A spirited young girl would
stop at nothing to get the first love of her life, even if it takes seven years and several heartbreaks. Stream in HD Download in
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